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What did the Ancient Greeks do for us?

As SCIENTISTS we will be: In our topic Animals including Humans we will

be  investigating evolution and how animals are adapted to the environment in
which they live. We will also learn about how living things produce offspring that
are similar but not identical to their parents.

As WRITERS we will be: Building on our previous learning to write quest
stories which draw from Greek myths.  We will also be developing our non fiction
writing by creating persuasive and discussion texts. This will require us to plan
and write well-organised pieces, where arguments are backed up by evidence
and examples.

As READERS we will be: We will be using our ’VIPERS’ - vocabulary,
inference, prediction, explanation, retrieval and summarising skills throughout
our guided reading sessions when reading our novel Who Let the Gods Out? We
will also be enjoying a range of Greek myths, linked to our theme work, ’Ancient
Greeks’.

As MATHEMATICIANS we will be: Continuing to develop our grasp of
multiplication and division. This will involve us recapping our knowledge of place
value.  We will then move on to work on fractions and percentages, which will
draw upon our division knowledge. We will be applying this learning to
generalisations and real life problems.

In COMPUTING we will be: Developing our knowledge of protecting
ourselves online. This will include how to ensure that we make good choices
online, how to protect our computers from harm and how we should
communicate kindly to our friends online. We will also start to use the coding
program: Scratch.

As MUSICIANS we will: Be inspired by Hans Zimmer’s Earth, part of the

BBCs Ten Pieces, to create and perform our own compositions.

In P.E. we will be: Working with Physical Foundations on Monday afternoons,

outdoors, on a variety of striking and fielding games. On Fridays we will continue
to develop these skills both indoors and outdoors.

As our PE lessons will take place on a Monday and Friday, on these days pupils
should attend school already wearing appropriate P.E kit which they will stay in
throughout the day.

In R.E. we will be: Focusing on work based on ‘’Justice and Freedom’

learning about different beliefs about these key philosophical ideas.

In DESIGN - TECHNOLOGY we will be: We will design and make an

Ancient Greek flatbread snack. It will then be evaluated using cooking and
nutritional knowledge.

As HISTORIANS we will be: Investigating and interpreting the  Ancient
Greek civilisation. We will be researching what life was like during these times,
including the origination of the Olympics. We will compare and contrast
democracy and culture in Ancient Greek times to other key periods as well as the
modern day.


